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Abstract

Deep neural language models such as
BERT have enabled substantial advances
in natural language processing. However,
due to the effort and computational cost
involved in their pre-training, such mod-
els are typically introduced only for high-
resource languages. In this paper, we in-
troduce a simple, fully automated pipeline
for creating language-specific BERT mod-
els from Wikipedia data and introduce 42
new monolingual models, most for lan-
guages up to now lacking such resources.
We show that the newly introduced Wiki-
BERT models outperform multilingual
BERT (mBERT) in cloze tests for nearly
all languages, and that parsing using Wiki-
BERT models outperforms mBERT on av-
erage, with substantially improved perfor-
mance for some languages, but decreases
for others. All of the resources introduced
in this work are available under open li-
censes from https://github.com/
turkunlp/wikibert .

1 Introduction

Transfer learning using language models pre-
trained on large unannotated corpora has allowed
for substantial recent advances at a broad range of
natural language processing (NLP) tasks. By con-
trast to earlier distributional semantics approaches
such as random indexing (Kanerva et al., 2000)
and context-independent neural approaches such
as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe
(Pennington et al., 2014), models such as ULMFiT
(Howard and Ruder, 2018), ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018), GPT (Radford et al., 2018) and BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) create contextualized representa-
tions of meaning, capable of providing both con-
textualized word embeddings as well as embed-

dings for text segments longer than words. Re-
cent pre-trained neural language models have been
rapidly advancing the state of the art in a range
of natural language understanding and NLP tasks
(Wang et al., 2018, 2019; Straková et al., 2019;
Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019).

The transformer architecture (Vaswani et al.,
2017) and the BERT language model of De-
vlin et al. (2019) have been particularly influen-
tial, with transformer-based models in general and
BERT in particular fuelling a broad range of ad-
vances and serving as the basis of many recent
studies of neural language models (e.g. Lan et al.,
2019; Liu et al., 2019; Sanh et al., 2019). As is the
case for most studies on new deep neural language
models, the original study introducing BERT ad-
dressed only English. The authors later released
a Chinese model as well as a multilingual model,
mBERT, trained on text from 104 languages, but
opted not to introduce models specifically target-
ing other languages. While mBERT is a powerful
multilingual model with remarkable cross-lingual
capabilities (Pires et al., 2019), it remains a com-
promise in that the 104 languages share the model
capacity dedicated to one language in monolingual
models, and it consequently suffers from degra-
dation of performance in language-specific tasks
(Conneau et al., 2020).

Here, we take steps towards closing various
parts of the gap between languages with dedicated
deep neural models, ones that share capacity with
others in a massively multilingual model, and ones
that lack any representation at all. We introduce
a fully automated pipeline for creating language-
specific BERT models from Wikipedia data and
apply this pipeline to create 42 new such models.

2 Related work

Considerable recent effort by various groups has
focused on introducing dedicated BERT mod-
els covering single languages or a small num-



ber of (often closely related) languages. Dedi-
cated monolingual models include e.g. BERTje1

(de Vries et al., 2019) for Dutch, CamemBERT2

(Martin et al., 2020) for French, FinBERT3 (Vir-
tanen et al., 2019) for Finnish, RuBERT4 (Kura-
tov and Arkhipov, 2019) for Russian, and Roma-
nian BERT (Dumitrescu et al., 2020); more fo-
cused multilingual models include e.g. the bilin-
gual Finnish-English model of Chang et al. (2020)
and the trilingual Finnish-Estonian-English and
Croatian-Slovenian-English models of Ulčar and
Robnik-Šikonja (2020).

Many of these studies have demonstrated the
newly introduced models to allow for substantial
improvements over mBERT in various language-
specific downstream task evaluations, thus sup-
porting the continued value of creating monolin-
gual and focused multilingual models. However,
these efforts still cover only a fairly limited num-
ber of languages, and do not offer a straightfor-
ward way to substantially extend that coverage.
The studies further differ considerably in aspects
such as data collection, text cleaning and prepro-
cessing, pre-training parameter setting and other
details of the pre-training process, making it dif-
ficult to meaningfully compare the models to ad-
dress questions such as which languages benefit
most from mono/multilingual pre-training? We
are not aware of previous efforts to automate the
creation of large numbers of monolingual deep
neural language models from comparable, pub-
licly available sources nor efforts to create broad-
coverage collections of such models.

In a line of study in some senses orthogonal
to our work, a number of massively multilingual
models improving on mBERT in terms of model
architecture, training dataset, objectives, and pro-
cess or other aspects have been introduced (e.g.
Conneau et al., 2020; Xue et al., 2020). While
it is certainly an interesting question to ask what
the tradeoffs between monolingual and massively
multilingual pre-training are for models other than
BERT, it is not feasible for us to replicate the
training processes for other models, and we have
here chosen to focus on BERT-based models and
Wikipedia due to their prominence and status as
benchmarks.

1https://github.com/wietsedv/bertje
2https://camembert-model.fr/
3https://turkunlp.org/FinBERT/
4https://github.com/deepmipt/

deeppavlov/

3 Data

We next introduce the two primary datasets used in
this study: Wikipedia, used as the source of unan-
notated texts for model pre-training, and Univer-
sal Dependencies annotated corpora, used to train
preprocessing methods as well as in model evalu-
ation.

3.1 Wikipedia
Wikipedia is a collaboratively created online en-
cyclopedia that is available in a large number of
languages under open data licenses. The English
Wikipedia was the main source of text for pre-
training the original English BERT models, ac-
counting for three-fourths of its pre-training data.5

The mBERT models were likewise trained exclu-
sively on Wikipedia data. In this work, we chose
to focus on the Wikipedias in various languages
as the only source of pre-training data, thus assur-
ing that our approach can be directly applied to a
broad selection of languages and providing direct
comparability with existing models, in particular
mBERT.

As of this writing, the List of Wikipedias6 iden-
tifies Wikipedias in 309 languages. Their sizes
vary widely: while the largest of the set, the En-
glish Wikipedia, contains over six million articles,
the smaller half of Wikipedias (155 languages)
put together only total approximately 400,000 ar-
ticles. As the BERT base model has over 100
million parameters and BERT models are fre-
quently trained on billions of words of unanno-
tated text, it seems safe to estimate that attempt-
ing to train BERT with the data from one of the
smaller wikipedias7 would likely not produce a
very successful model. It is nevertheless not well
established how much unannotated text is required
to pre-train a language-specific model, and how
much the domain and quality of the pre-training
data affect the model performance.

In order to focus computational resources on
models with practical value, we opted to exclude
“dead” languages that are not in everyday spoken
use by any community from our efforts. We have

5The remaining quarter of BERT pre-training data was
drawn from the BooksCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015), a unique
(and now unavailable) resource for which analogous re-
sources in other languages cannot be readily created.

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_
of_Wikipedias

7For example, Old Church Slavonic, ranked 272nd among
wikipedias by size, has fewer than 1000 articles and under
50,000 tokens.



Language (code) Tokens
Afrikaans (af) 24M
Arabic (ar) 184M
Belarusian (be) 34M
Bulgarian (bg) 71M
Catalan (ca) 236M
Czech (cs) 143M
Danish (da) 65M
German (de) 1.0B
Greek (el) 81M
English (en) 2.7B
Spanish (es) 678M
Estonian (et) 38M
Basque (eu) 45M
Persian (fa) 95M

Language (code) Tokens
Finnish (fi) 97M
French (fr) 858M
Galician (gl) 58M
Hebrew (he) 166M
Hindi (hi) 35M
Croatian (hr) 54M
Hungarian (hu) 129M
Indonesian (id) 93M
Italian (it) 579M
Japanese (ja) 596M
Korean (ko) 79M
Lithuanian (lt) 34M
Latvian (lv) 21M
Dutch (nl) 300M

Language (code) Tokens
Norwegian (no) 112M
Polish (pl) 282M
Portuguese (pt) 326M
Romanian (ro) 85M
Russian (ru) 565M
Slovak (sk) 39M
Slovenian (sl) 42M
Serbian (sr) 96M
Swedish (sv) 364M
Tamil (ta) 26M
Turkish (tr) 71M
Ukrainian (uk) 260M
Urdu (ur) 18M
Vietnamese (vi) 172M

Table 1: Wikipedia sizes for selected languages.

otherwise broadly proceeded to introduce prepro-
cessing support and models for languages in de-
creasing order of the size of their Wikipedias and
support in Universal Dependencies, discussed be-
low. Table 1 lists the Wikipedias used in this work.

3.2 Universal Dependencies

Universal Dependencies (UD) is a community-
lead effort aiming to create cross-linguistically
consistent treebank annotations for many typo-
logically different languages (Nivre et al., 2016,
2020). In this study, we rely on UD both as
training data for components of the preprocess-
ing pipeline (Section 4.1) as well as for our eval-
uations. As of this writing, the latest release
of the UD treebanks8 is 2.7, which includes 183
treebanks covering 104 languages, thus matching
mBERT in terms of the raw number of covered
languages.

To maintain comparability with recent work on
UD parsing, we use the UD v2.3 treebanks,9 with
129 treebanks in 76 languages, in our compara-
tive experiments assessing the WikiBERT mod-
els. We further limit our evaluation to the sub-
set of UD v2.3 treebanks that have training, de-
velopment, and test sets, thus excluding e.g. the
17 parallel UD treebanks which only provide test
sets. We further exclude from evaluation treebanks
released without text (ar nyuad, en esl, fr ftb,
ja bccwj), the Swedish sign language treebank
(swl sslc), and treebanks in languages for which

8https://universaldependencies.org/
9http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-2895

we have not trained dedicated models (mr ufal,
mt mudt, te mtg, and ug udt). Table 2 lists the
treebanks applied in our evaluation. We note
that there is very substantial variance between
treebanks in the amount of training data avail-
able, ranging from little over 3000 tokens for the
Lithuanian HSE treebank to more than a million
for the Czech PDT.

4 Methods

We next briefly introduce the primary steps of the
preprocessing pipeline for creating pre-training
examples from Wikipedia source as well as the
tools used for text processing, model pre-training,
and evaluation. We refer to our published pipeline
and its documentation for full processing details.

4.1 Preprocessing pipeline
In order to create high quality pre-training data
from raw Wikipedia dumps in the format required
by BERT model training, we introduce a pipeline
that performs the following primary steps:

Data and model download The full Wikipedia
database backup dump is downloaded from a mir-
ror site10 and a UDPipe model for the language
from the LINDAT/CLARIN repository.11

Plain text extraction WikiExtractor12 is used to
extract plain text with document boundaries from
the Wikipedia XML dump.

10https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
11http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-3131
12https://github.com/attardi/

wikiextractor



Language (code) Treebank Tokens
Afrikaans (af) AfriBooms 33894
Arabic (ar) PADT 223881
Belarusian (be) HSE 5217
Bulgarian (bg) BTB 124336
Catalan (ca) AnCora 417587
Czech (cs) CAC 472609
Czech (cs) CLTT 26742
Czech (cs) FicTree 133637
Czech (cs) PDT 1173282
Danish (da) DDT 80378
German (de) GSD 263804
Greek (el) GDT 42326
English (en) EWT 204585
English (en) GUM 53686
English (en) LinES 50091
English (en) ParTUT 43518
Spanish (es) AnCora 444617
Spanish (es) GSD 382436
Estonian (et) EDT 341122
Basque (eu) BDT 72974
Persian (fa) Seraji 121064
Finnish (fi) FTB 127602
Finnish (fi) TDT 162621
French (fr) GSD 354699
French (fr) ParTUT 24123
French (fr) Sequoia 50536
French (fr) Spoken 14952
Galician (gl) CTG 79327
Hebrew (he) HTB 137721
Hindi (hi) HDTB 281057
Croatian (hr) SET 154055
Hungarian (hu) Szeged 20166

Language (code) Treebank Tokens
Indonesian (id) GSD 97531
Italian (it) ISDT 276019
Italian (it) ParTUT 48934
Italian (it) PoSTWITA 99441
Japanese (ja) GSD 160419
Korean (ko) GSD 56687
Korean (ko) Kaist 296446
Lithuanian (lt) HSE 3210
Latvian (lv) LVTB 113405
Dutch (nl) Alpino 186046
Dutch (nl) LassySmall 75134
Norwegian (no) Bokmaal 243887
Norwegian (no) Nynorsk 245330
Polish (pl) LFG 104750
Polish (pl). SZ 62501
Portuguese (pt) Bosque 206744
Portuguese (pt) GSD 255755
Romanian (ro) Nonstandard 155498
Romanian (ro) RRT 185113
Russian (ru) GSD 75964
Russian (ru) SynTagRus 870474
Slovak (sk) SNK 80575
Slovenian (sl) SSJ 112530
Serbian (sr) SET 65764
Swedish (sv) LinES 48320
Swedish (sv) Talbanken 66645
Tamil (ta) TTB 6329
Turkish (tr) IMST 37918
Ukrainian (uk) IU 88043
Urdu (ur) UDTB 108690
Vietnamese (vi) VTB 20285

Table 2: UD v2.3 training data sizes for selected treebanks.

Segmentation and tokenization UDPipe is
used with the downloaded model to segment sen-
tences and tokenize the plain text, producing text
with document, sentence, and word boundaries.

Document filtering A set of heuristic rules and
statistical language detection13 are applied to op-
tionally filter documents based on configurable
criteria.14

Sampling and basic tokenization A sample of
sentences is tokenized using BERT basic tokeniza-

13https://github.com/shuyo/
language-detection

14We note that there are Wikipedia pages whose content is
mostly in a language different from that of the Wikipedia.

tion15 to produce examples for vocabulary gener-
ation that match BERT tokenization criteria.

Vocabulary generation A subword vocabulary
is generated using the SentencePiece16 (Kudo and
Richardson, 2018) implementation of byte-pair
encoding (Gage, 1994; Sennrich et al., 2015). Af-
ter generation the vocabulary is converted to the
BERT WordPiece format (a different but largely
equivalent representation).

15BERT basic tokenization preserves alphanumeric se-
quences but separates e.g. all punctuation characters into in-
dividual tokens.

16https://github.com/google/
sentencepiece



Subword Accuracy
Language (code) mBERT WikiBERT
Afrikaans (af) 28.69 43.22
Arabic (ar) 20.17 29.96
Belarusian (be) 18.15 36.39
Bulgarian (bg) 21.26 39.98
Catalan (ca) 40.29 56.63
Czech (cs) 22.41 39.77
Danish (da) 25.06 40.86
German (de) 33.85 46.93
Greek (el) 21.42 45.42
English (en) 37.39 46.64
Spanish (es) 40.20 52.05
Estonian (et) 14.00 31.26
Basque (eu) 15.15 30.99
Persian (fa) 21.52 45.20
Finnish (fi) 12.89 27.67
French (fr) 41.30 52.08
Galician (gl) 33.23 36.81
Hebrew (he) 20.96 21.83
Hindi (hi) 19.97 47.23
Croatian (hr) 23.03 39.99
Hungarian (hu) 18.89 38.99

Subword Accuracy
Language (code) mBERT WikiBERT
Indonesian (id) 30.72 52.47
Italian (it) 29.48 37.98
Japanese (ja) 49.25 45.19
Korean (ko) 17.59 30.61
Lithuanian (lt) 15.11 29.83
Latvian (lv) 15.59 29.99
Dutch (nl) 29.08 47.54
Norwegian (no) 22.73 34.15
Polish (pl) 17.64 33.30
Portuguese (pt) 32.55 43.85
Romanian (ro) 21.19 33.07
Russian (ru) 27.16 46.86
Slovak (sk) 16.52 29.08
Slovenian (sl) 21.21 35.24
Serbian (sr) 25.80 30.70
Swedish (sv) 22.11 37.11
Tamil (ta) 14.36 31.85
Turkish (tr) 12.56 29.16
Ukrainian (uk) 19.15 31.78
Urdu (ur) 20.83 39.70
Vietnamese (vi) 17.96 47.35

Table 3: Results for the cloze test in terms of subword prediction accuracy (percentages)

Example generation Masked language model-
ing and next sentence prediction examples using
the full BERT tokenization specified by the gen-
erated vocabulary are created in the TensorFlow
TFRecord format using BERT tools.

The created vocabulary and pre-training examples
can be used directly with the original BERT imple-
mentation to train new language-specific models.

4.2 UDPipe

UDPipe (Straka et al., 2016) is a parser capable of
producing segmentation, part-of-speech and mor-
phological tags, lemmas and dependency trees.
In this work we use UDPipe for sentence seg-
mentation and tokenization in the preprocessing
pipeline. The segmentation component in UDPipe
is a character-level bidirectional GRU network si-
multaneously predicting the end-of-token and end-
of-sentence markers.

4.3 Pre-training

We aimed to largely mirror the original BERT pro-
cess in our selection of parameters and settings
for the pre-training process to create the Wiki-
BERT models, with some adjustments made to ac-

count for differences in computational resources.
Specifically, while the original BERT models were
trained on TPUs, we trained on Nvidia Volta V100
GPUs with 32GB memory. We followed the orig-
inal BERT processing in training for a total of
1M steps in two stages, the first 900K steps with
a maximum sequence length of 128, and the last
100K steps with a maximum of 512. Due to mem-
ory limitations, each model was trained on 4 GPUs
using a batch size of 140 during the sequence
length 128 phase, and 8 GPUs with a batch size
of 20 during the sequence length 512 phase.

4.4 Cloze test

In order to evaluate the BERT models with respect
to their original training objective, we employ a
cloze test, where words are randomly masked and
predicted back. We mask a random 15% of words
in each sentence, and, in case a word is composed
of several subword (WordPiece) tokens, all sub-
word tokens are masked for an easier and more
meaningful evaluation (cf. full-word masking in
BERT pre-training). All masked positions are pre-
dicted at once in the same manner as done in the
BERT pre-training (i.e. without iterative predic-



Average LAS
Language (code) mBERT WikiBERT
Afrikaans (af) 87.85 87.33
Arabic (ar) 83.81 85.47
Belarusian (be) 81.77 79.81
Bulgarian (bg) 92.30 92.51
Catalan (ca) 92.08 92.06
Czech (cs) 90.45 90.69
Danish (da) 85.78 85.84
German (de) 83.16 84.13
Greek (el) 91.63 92.35
English (en) 88.09 88.05
Spanish (es) 90.42 90.12
Estonian (et) 85.86 87.43
Basque (eu) 82.99 83.70
Persian (fa) 86.60 88.60
Finnish (fi) 87.64 90.81
French (fr) 89.22 88.77
Galician (gl) 83.05 82.61
Hebrew (he) 88.77 90.17
Hindi (hi) 91.59 91.86
Croatian (hr) 89.46 89.40
Hungarian (hu) 83.99 86.21

Average LAS
Language (code) mBERT WikiBERT
Indonesian (id) 80.40 80.12
Italian (it) 89.64 89.77
Japanese (ja) 92.78 92.92
Korean (ko) 86.19 87.28
Lithuanian (lt) 58.68 58.40
Latvian (lv) 84.29 84.46
Dutch (nl) 90.26 91.02
Norwegian (no) 91.54 91.94
Polish (pl) 94.45 95.58
Portuguese (pt) 91.91 92.21
Romanian (ro) 86.83 86.52
Russian (ru) 90.35 91.13
Slovak (sk) 91.64 91.73
Slovenian (sl) 92.83 93.37
Serbian (sr) 92.30 91.79
Swedish (sv) 86.42 87.12
Tamil (ta) 70.14 69.63
Turkish (tr) 69.33 71.25
Ukrainian (uk) 88.57 90.41
Urdu (ur) 82.66 82.15
Vietnamese (vi) 66.89 68.87

Table 4: Average LAS results for UDify for Universal Dependencies treebanks in each language.

tion of one position per time step). As a source
of sentences, we use the first 1000 sentences of
training sections of the treebanks, limited to sen-
tences of 5–50 tokens in length. We note that the
treebanks are not entirely non-overlapping with
Wikipedia: 16 out of the 63 treebanks draw at least
part of their texts from Wikipedia. However, as all
of the compared models share this source of pre-
training data, we do not expect this overlap to bias
the comparison.

4.5 UDify

To assess the performance of the models in a
downstream task, we apply the UDify parser
(Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019), initialized with
one of the models and trained on Universal De-
pendencies data. UDify is a state-of-the-art model
and can predict UD part-of-speech tags, morpho-
logical features, lemmas, and dependency trees.
UDify implements a multi-task learning objective
using task-specific prediction layers on top of a
pre-trained BERT encoder. All prediction lay-
ers are trained simultaneously, while also fine-
tuning the pre-trained encoder weights. In the fol-
lowing evaluation, we focus on the parsing per-

formance using the standard Labeled Attachment
Score (LAS) metric.

5 Results

We next present the results of the intrinsic cloze
test evaluation and the extrinsic evaluation with
syntactic analysis as a downstream task.

5.1 Cloze evaluation results
The cloze evaluation results are shown in Ta-
ble 3, where we measure subword-level prediction
accuracy, i.e. the proportion of cases where the
model assigns the highest probability to the orig-
inal subword. We find that the WikiBERT mod-
els outperform mBERT for all languages except
for Japanese,17 averaging more than 10% points
higher accuracy. While this is an encouraging re-
sult regarding the quality of the newly introduced
models, the evaluation is arguably biased in favour
of monolingual models, as their candidate space
(the vocabulary) is limited to only include options
in the correct language. More broadly, success at

17This result may suggest some issues specific to Japanese
either in the preprocessing pipeline or the applied UDify
model, but we have yet to identify any clear explanation for
the exception.



Figure 1: Average relative change in LAS when replacing mBERT with a WikiBERT model for UDify
initialization plotted against the WikiBERT pre-training data size in tokens. Coloring indicates language
grouping by genera (Baltic: white, Finnic: light blue, Germanic: yellow, Indic: orange, Romance: red,
Semitic: green, Slavic: blue, other: black).

intrinsic evaluations such as this does not guar-
antee practical applicability (or vice versa), and
models should also be assessed at real-world tasks
to gain a more complete picture of their value (see
e.g. Chiu et al., 2016).

5.2 UD parsing results

Table 4 summarizes the results of the UD parsing
evaluation. Given the large size of both train sets
(See Table 2) and test sets for most of the lan-
guages, the evaluation results are stable, and we
have found that repetitions of the training process
often result in less than 0.1% point differences be-
tween runs. To conserve computational resources,
we have thus here chosen to run a single experi-
ment per treebank (a typical setting for UD evalu-
ation).

We find a complex, mixed picture where
mBERT and WikiBERT models each appear
clearly superior for different languages, for ex-
ample, mBERT for Belarusian and WikiBERT for
Finnish. On average across all languages, UDify
with WikiBERT models slightly edges out UDify

with mBERT, with an 86.1% average for mBERT
and 86.6% for WikiBERT (an approximately 4%
relative decrease in LAS error). However, such av-
eraging hides more than it reveals, and it is more
interesting to consider the various potential im-
pacts on performance from pre-training data size,
potential support from close relatives in the same
language family, and other similar factors. The
various UD treebanks represent very different lev-
els of challenge with LAS results ranging from
below 60% to above 95%, and to reduce the im-
pact of the properties of the treebanks on the com-
parison, in the following we focus on the relative
change in performance when initializing UDify
with a WikiBERT model compared to the baseline
approach using mBERT.

Figure 1 shows the average relative change in
performance over all treebanks for a language
when replacing mBERT with the relevant Wiki-
BERT model for UDify, plotted against the num-
ber of tokens in Wikipedia for the language. While
the data is very noisy due to a number of fac-
tors, we find some indication of a “sweet spot”



where training a dedicated monolingual model
tends to show most benefit over using the multi-
lingual model when at least approximately 100M
tokens but fewer than 1B tokens of pre-training
data are available. We also briefly note some other
properties in this data:

• For English, a language in the large Germanic
family and the one with the largest amount
of Wikipedia pre-training data, mBERT and
WikiBERT results are effectively identical.

• The greatest loss when moving from mBERT
to a WikiBERT model is seen for Belaru-
sian, a slavic language closely related to
Russian, for which considerably more pre-
training data is available.

• The greatest gain when moving from mBERT
to a WikiBERT model is seen for Finnish,
a Finnic language with few closely related,
widely spoken languages, which has a com-
paratively large Wikipedia.

Observations such as these may suggest fruitful
avenues for further research into the conditions
under which mono- and multilingual language
model training is expected to be most successful.
Based on these results and the findings of stud-
ies training models for small numbers of closely
related languages (see Section 2), we anticipate
that multilingual training may most readily benefit
lower-resourced languages trained together with a
closely related high-resource language in a bilin-
gual setting.

6 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a simple,
fully automatic pipeline for creating monolingual
BERT models from Wikipedia data, applied the
pipeline to introduce 42 new language-specific
models, most covering languages that previously
lacked a dedicated deep neural language model.
We evaluated the WikiBERT models intrinsically
using cloze evaluation, finding that they outper-
form the multilingual mBERT model for all but
one language. An extrinsic evaluation using a de-
pendency parsing task with Universal Dependen-
cies data and the UDify neural parser found a more
nuanced picture of the comparative merits of the
monolingual and multilingual models: while we
found that a WikiBERT model will provide bet-
ter performance than mBERT on average and in

multiple cases provides a more than 10% rela-
tive decrease in LAS error compared to the mul-
tilingual model, the WikiBERT models showed
lower performance than mBERT for multiple lan-
guages. Viewing relative change in performance
against pre-training data size, we found indica-
tions that monolingual models may most bene-
fit languages that have no closely related high-
resource languages and for which comparatively
large pre-training corpora can be assembled.

The availability of the WikiBERT collection of
models opens up a broad range of potential av-
enues for research into the strengths, weaknesses
and challenges in both mono- and multilingual
language modeling that we hope to pursue in fu-
ture work. We also hope to encourage both mono-
lingual applications as well as exploration of these
questions by others by making the models freely
available under open licenses from https://
github.com/turkunlp/wikibert .
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